Managing Director
Location

168 richly appointed rooms including:
 58 Superior rooms with garden view
 56 Superior rooms with lake view
 20 Deluxe rooms
 26 Junior suites
 8 Executive suites
With a variety of configurations of interconnecting
rooms, they are equipped with the latest technology, free
internet access and offer a wide choice of pillows on
request and complimentary products from the Bulgari
Thé Rouge range.
The rooms are spacious and individually decorated with
elegant furnishings, and high ceilings.
Some with balcony and jacuzzi.

Restaurants

Nathalie Seiler-Hayez (direction@brp.ch)

For nearly 150 years, Lake Geneva has reflected
the dazzling lights of the Beau–Rivage Palace. Located in
10 acres of private gardens, the elegant Belle Epoque
buildings of the Beau–Rivage Palace command
breathtaking views across the lake to the majestic Swiss
and French Alps beyond.
Completely renovated, the Beau-Rivage Palace, a
Leading Hotels of the World, is superbly located in the
residential part of Lausanne, yet only five minutes away
from the shopping district and 40 minutes from Geneva
International Airport. Travel to Paris and Lyon by the
high speed TGV and to Milan by train.

Accommodation

Anne-Sophie Pic au Beau-Rivage Palace
Elegant and contemporary style for the two Michelin star
restaurant.
Café Beau-Rivage
The relaxed atmosphere of a styled brasserie and its grand
terrace facing the French Alps.
Miyako
The refined and stylish sushi restaurant offers TeppanYaki cooking station as well as exquisite sushi prepared
on the spot by Japanese chefs.
La Terrasse
Panoramic restaurant for breakfast and brunch.
Transparent structure located in the heart of the gardens.
L’Accademia
The restaurant of Angleterre & Residence, our sister
property, offers fine Italian cuisine and boasts one of the
best terrace in Lausanne.
Lobby Lounge and the BAR
A relaxed and lounge atmosphere for a sweet afternoon
break. In the evening, a cosmopolitan decor for a unique
ambience.

Conferences and banquets

From exclusive board meetings to high-tech conferences
and impressive gala dinners, the hotel offers a flexible
range of 12 venues with state-of-the-art technical
equipment, high ceilings and hospitality areas for up to
600 people. All are air-conditioned and have natural
daylight.
The space at the heart of the hotel and its gardens, “La
Terrasse” is an ideal setting for your event. Totally
transparent, it overhangs the lake and opens up onto the
Rotonde room, a listed building and entirely restored.
Independent and complementary, both rooms are perfect
for organising a reception and a dinner.

Spa and wellness
The 15,000 square feet spa is a heaven for relaxation and
pampering, offering a variety of massages and treatments.
Scented baths, a Promenade of Tropical Rain, Balinese or
Taoist massages … You will discover in beauty rituals
from all around the world, a complete release from the
stresses of daily life, even a sensation of contemplating the
infinite! Here are also available 9 treatment rooms, 1
private Spa suite, an indoor and an outdoor swimming
pool, sauna, Jacuzzi, a completely equipped gym and two
tennis courts.

The Steamship Le « Montreux »

The Beau-Rivage Palace caters the unique five-star boat
on lake Geneva.
Our banqueting department offers a large choice of
cocktails and menus for exclusive events up to 160
people.
Le “Montreux” can be reserved exclusively on May,
June, September and October.

Limousines services

Transfer from and to airports upon request.
Excursion « à la carte » with Rolls-Royce, Mercedes with
chauffeur.

Parking garage

140 places.

Boutique

Inhouse deluxe boutique (accessories, gift shop, china)

Credit cards

American Express, Diners Club, Master Card, VISA,
JCB.

